Supplementary Method
S1. Spectral analysis
To examine the effect of permuting loop lengths on GQ folding propensity, spectral decomposition was performed on the NMM intensity values treated as functions defined on the symmetric group ! ! , the group of all permutations ! of a three-element set. For a given sequence with nucleotide N and loop lengths (L1, L2, L3), we defined the following group of 6 elements using the cycle notation for ! ! :
id minL medL maxL (2 3) minL maxL medL
(1 2) medL minL maxL
(1 3 2) maxL minL medL
(1 2 3) medL maxL minL
(1 3) maxL medL minL
We let !(!) be the NMM intensity value for the loop length configuration given by !, and denoted the three irreducible representations of ! ! as the trivial, sign, and 2-dimensional representation !. By defining
, we have listed (Supplementary Table S3 ) and plotted (Supplementary Figure   S10 ) the matrix elements ! ! , ! ! , ! ! , and !(!) for each element ! in ! ! . We then took the inverse Fourier transform and expanded the intensity values in terms of these irreducible representations as follows:
for an irreducible representation !. By examining the Fourier coefficients ! of ! ! , ! ! , ! ! , and !(!) in this expansion and keeping terms with the largest coefficient in magnitude, we obtained a dominant mode decomposition of the behavior of ! on loop length permutations, allowing us to easily isolate which loop configuration contributes to GQ folding the most.
This method revealed a distinct pattern in the 246 pilot study folding intensities where a loop length was repeated. We first observed that when minL was repeated twice, either ! ! or ! ! was the largest Fourier coefficient. In particular, the NMM intensity of the permuted sequences of (1,1,maxL) was expressed only in terms of !(!) and Figure S10) . Hence, (1,maxL,1) clearly exhibited lower intensities than (maxL,1,1) or (1,1,maxL) for nucleotides T and A. In contrast, this pattern was absent in sequences with nucleotide C, because ! ! < 0 and ! ! > 0 in only 3 out of the 9 cases; in the remaining 6 cases, the configuration (1,maxL,1) was not disfavored. Consequently, no distinct pattern was found in the permuted sequences of (1,1,maxL) for nucleotide C.
Similarly, the permuted sequences of (1,maxL,maxL) generally comprised large positive values of ! (!) and !(!), and negative !(!) and !(!) with smaller magnitudes. Consequently, the 2-dimensional representation ! had overall positive contributions to the NMM intensity ! ! for permutations id, (2 3), (1 2 3), and (1 3), and thus promoted folding in the (1,maxL,maxL) and (maxL,maxL,1) configurations. By contrast, the intensity was negatively effected by ! for the permutations (1 2) and (1 3 2) and thus inhibited folding in the (maxL,1,maxL) configuration (Supplementary Figure S10 ).
Supplementary Figures
Figure S1
Comparison of NMM and CV NMM fluorescence and Crystal Violet (CV) fluorescence for 96 GQ sequences are plotted in the order of NMM fluorescence intensity. As shown, the CV exhibits negligible fluorescence for all sequences, confirming that only parallel GQ can form in dsDNA. Supplementary Tables   Table S1 List of all possible data points with 
